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• Word wall are a means by which teachers can explicitly teach phonics 
• Word walls provide students with on-going support after the initial whole 

class instruction has been given. Like Guided Reading, once specific words 
have been reviewed explicitly, students are expected to read at their own pace 
with minimal teacher support 

• “Just stick it on the wall” approach for Word Walls does not work 
• Word Walls are not add ons to your literacy program, they are extensions to 

read alouds or interactive writing.  
 
 
Word Walls assist students: 

• Automaticity with letter sound correspondences 
• Spelling Patterns 
• Chunking 
• High frequency words 
• Language conventions 
• Application of skills and strategies 
• Learn how, when and why to apply strategies 
• Demonstrations 
• Practice 

 
 
How a Word Wall Works 
First, shared reading or an interactive writing activity takes place with the whole class. 
Second, a word is chosen based on a specific strategy that is to be taught. The word is 
examined, broken into parts, etc.  
Third, the word is then put back into context of the reading or the writing and reviewed.  
 
Students are therefore taken from the whole part to whole again to understand that words 
are not in isolation but are part of a larger context of learning.  
 
The ABC Wall for Kindergarten 
This is a tool for learning the alphabet 
It consists of one key word per consonant.  
 
Purpose is to teach: 

• Letter names 
• Letter forms 
• Letter – sound correspondences 

 



Example: The word “feet” is placed under the letter F, the goal is for students to make 
connections to new words from words that have been practiced i.e. moving from the 
known to the unknown.  
 
With practice of the letters and repeatedly mentioning the sounds, of the letters that are 
represented in the words, students are expected to learn the information quicker and in 
context.  
 
Sample Lesson: 
Adding to the ABC Wall 

A. Read aloud a Rhyme, poem, chant or song 
B. Choose key words 
C. Develop phonemic awareness  
D. Associate sounds with letters (phonics) 
E. Practice letter formation 
F. Revisit the rhyme throughout the week 

 
Using the ABC Wall during writing 

A. Think Aloud about a topic for writing 
B. Focus on an important word related to the topic 
C. Associate the word’s beginning sound with its corresponding letter, and refer to 

the ABC Wall 
D. Write the letter (if appropriate, continue to orally segment the word, relating 

sounds to letters and referring to the ABC Wall for help in recording the letters.) 
E. Evaluate the spelling attempts  
F. Continue thinking aloud and adding to the piece 

 
 
The Chunking or Family of Word Walls 
(Onsets and Rimes) 
 
This type of words walls is made up of key words containing common spelling patterns 
which will help students spell unknown words through analogy or through the use of 
phonetic rules. This type of word walls can be initiated before students know all their 
letters and letter-sound correspondences.  
 
Purpose is to teach: 

• Phonemic awareness 
• Word flexibility 
• Decode and spell unknown words through analogy  
• Blending sounds in chunks rather than letter by letter 
• Onsets and rimes (onset is a consonant or a consonant cluster that comes 

before the vowel in a syllable and rime is the vowel and what comes after it) 
e.g. small c- is the onset and –ake is the rime.  

• A chunk is the rime and the chunks chosen to be put on the Chunking Word 
Wall are common chunks such as –en, -ake, -an. 



 
Sample Lesson 
 
Adding to the Chunking Wall 

A. Read Aloud and discuss a poem, rhyme, chant or big book 
B. Choose key words and identify the chunks. Test the utility of each chunk by 

orally generating analogous words 
C. Write chosen key words on cards for the chunking wall, underling the chunks 
D. Revisit the poem or book through rereading, dramatization, or innovating on the 

text 
 
Using the Chunking Wall During Writing 

A. Generate a topic based on reading or experience  
B. Orally negotiate the text with students 
C. Highlight a key word from the reading or the experience. Analyze the chunks in 

the word and have students read a few new words containing a chunk from the 
key word 

D. Discuss strategies associated with decoding and determining meaning 
E. Have students write a few new words with the chunks in the key word 
F. Discuss strategies used when making spelling attempts 
G. Share the pen with students (interactive writing) 
H. Read and reread as the text is written. Revisit the text often. 

 
38 most frequently used rimes starting with the most to least common: 
1. –ay 2. –ill 3. –ip 4. –at 5. –am 6. –ag 
7. –ack 8. –ank 9. –ick 10. –ell 11. –ot 12. –ing 
13. –ap 14. –unk 15. –ail 16. –ain 17. –eed 18. –y 
19. –out 20. –ug 21. –op 22. –in 23. –an 24. –est 
25. –ink 26. –ow 27. –ew 28. –ore 29. –ed 30. –ab 
31. –ob 32. –ock 33. –ake 34. –ine 35. –ight 36. –im 
37. –uck 38. –um     
 
The Words-We-Know Wall 
(High Frequency Words That Lack Predictable Spelling Patterns) 
 
By using the students spelling errors or the 100 most frequently used words, teachers can 
harvest a combination of words to be placed on this type of word wall 
 
Purpose:  
To be used as a spelling aid 
Assist students in gaining automaticity in reading and writing irregular high frequency 
words 
 
Sample Lesson Plan 
Adding to the Words-We-Know Wall 



A. Highlight the high frequency of the chosen words in a student’s writing sample, 
other writing sample, other writing context, or shared reading context 

B. Emphasize the correct spelling, counting the number of letters in the word and 
saying the letter as the word is written on a card 

C. Clarify correct spelling in the sample by going back to each instance, pointing and 
naming each letter 

D. Allow students to search their own writing, highlighting each use of the word. 
Students an peer-edit, checking each instance of the word pointing to and naming 
each letter with partner.  

E. Ask students to circle and edit their use their use of the word from now on in their 
writing. Continually praise students’ correct use of the word in multiple writing 
contexts 

 
Using the Words-We-Know Wall during Writing 

A. Negotiate text with students or think aloud while writing your own text 
B. Refer to the Words-We-Know Wall to check spelling or irregular high-frequency 

words 
C. Reread often 
 

Irregular High-Frequency Words 
1. the 2. of 3. a 4. to 5. you 
6. was 7. are 8. with 9. they 10. from 
11. have 12.one 13. what 14. were 15. there 
16. your 17. which 18. their 19. said 20. do 
21. many 22. some 23. these 24. two 25. been 
26. who 27. people 28. only 29. use 30. very 
31. where 32. through 33. any 34. come 35. because 
36. does 37. here 38. again   
 
 
Activities with Word Walls 
• Use different colours of paper to include words that may be confused with words 

already on the word wall. 
• Review rhyme using the Word Wall. Children must say or write he word that rhymes 

with a word you give e.g. the word begins with “r” and rhymes with can, the word 
begins with “w” and rhymes with talk. 

• Have children think about the beginning sound and find the word that would make 
sense in the sentence e.g. if the word wall word was ride the clue would be it starts 
with “r” and fits in the sentence I am going to …my bike after school.  

• Play “Be a Mind Reader” the teacher chooses a word from the Word Wall and gives 
five clues to the word e.g.  
• It’s one of the words on the Word Wall 
• It has four letters 
• It begins with “r” 
• It has the vowel “i” 
• It fits in the sentence “I went for a …on my bike.” 



• Play “Wordo” which is like BINGO. With the children, select nine words from the 
Word Wall. Have them put them in the squares in any order they choose. Unlike, 
BINGO, they cannot play for a full card because everyone has the same words. They 
can only play for a full row. When the children have filled up their squares, call out 
the nine words. They can cover up the word with a piece of paper or a small square. 
When someone has completed a row, the game can begin again.  

• Word sorts can be done with the words on the Word Wall. Teacher selects similar 
words and ahs children write them on slips of paper for sorting. They must figure out 
the features  that are the same. Words can also be sorted according to semantic 
features e.g. words that tell you what to do, words that describe things, words that can 
be sorted by the number of letters, words that can be sorted by the sounds in words.  

 
1. I Spy 

• Use a prop and say, “I spy with my little eye a word on the Word Wall that:  
a. Rhymes with cake 
b. Is the opposite of big 
c. Has double consonants 
d. Has 2 syllables  

• Have students try to answer with a Word Wall word either in writing or orally 
 
2. Ruler/Drum Tap 
• The teacher says a word from the Word Wall and then taps out some of the letters 
• When tapping stops, a child finishes spelling the word out loud 
• If the child spells the word correctly, the child gets to call out and tap the next word 
 
3. Snap and Clap 
• The teacher picks a word and tells the children what alphabet letter it begins with 
• When spelling the word the teacher claps for consonants and snaps for vowels e.g. 

“the” = clap, clap, snap 
• Students try to figure out what word first the patterns. Note sometimes more than one 

word fits the pattern but only was chosen. 
• The person who guesses correctly chooses the next word and snaps and claps the 

pattern 
 
4. Cheerleading 
When spelling Word Wall words, hands extend above the head for letters that are tall 
(k,l,h,b,t) hands go on the hips for letters such as a,o,I,u,n,m and touch the floor for letters 
y,j,q,g,p. Students cheer: Give me a “b”! Give me an “o”! Give me a “y”! What do we 
have? 
 
5. Wheel of Fortune 
• The teacher or child a child picks a word from the Word Wall and draws a line on the 

blackboard or overhead for each letter of the word 
• Children can guess vowels or consonants 
• Correct letters are written on the lines and incorrect ones are listed in a “Used 

Letters” box 



• They must guess all the letters before saying the word 
• One turn per person or team 
 
6. Be a Mind Reader 
• You need at least 20 words on the Word Wall to do this activity 
• Students number paper from 1-5 
• Teacher writes a mystery word from the Word Wall, tells students they will guess 

words from clues that will be given 
• 1st clue (always), the word is on the Word Wall 
• Other clues: “It has...beats.” “It begins like …..” “It ends like….” 
• It is a noun, verb, adjective, etc. It has a …for a vowel” 
• The last clue is usually a sentence with a word missing in it so everyone can get it  
 
7. The Die is Cast 
• Place the students into group of 3 or 4 
• Each group member, in turn, throws a die and thinks of a word of the Word Wall that 

contains the same number of letters as the number on the die 
• The game can be varied by asking the students to think of rhyming words that contain 

the same number of letters as the number shown on the die 
 
8. Cross Checking 
• Write a sentence on the blackboard, leaving out a Word Wall word 
• Write the 1st letter of the missing word only 
• Have students make a guess, making sure that guesses make sense 
 
9. Tic Tac Toe 
• Create a 3x3 grid like a Tic Tac Toe board using Bristol board and pockets 
• Insert nine Word Wall word cards, print side hidden, into the pockets 
• The teacher divides the class into two teams 
• One member from the first team selects a word 
• The teacher reads the word and the student must spell it aloud 
• If the word is spelled correctly, the student inserts an X into the pocket 
• A student from the second team selects a word and the teacher reads it, then the 

student spells it aloud 
• If the word is spelled correctly, the student inserts an O into the pocket 
• The game continues until a winner is determined. 
 
10. Concentration 
• Before the students arrive in the classroom, choose 6 words from the Word Wall and 

write each word twice on the blackboard  in random order in grid format 
• Cover the words with construction paper and number them from 1-12 
• Divide the students into 2 teams 
• Each team gets a turn to pick 2 cards, uncover them, and read them if they match. If 

words are different, they must be recovered 



• A variation of this game is to play the game on the floor. Print the pair of words on 
cards and lay the cards on the floor face down. Then the children can turn them over, 
two at a time, to try to match a pair of words 

11. Spelling Patterns 
• Using a word from the Word Wall, have the students try to come up with as many 

words from the same word family as possible. 
• List the word family words on a chart paper 
• For example : HAD, sad, mad, Dad, lad, glad 
 
12. Word Play 
• Once the students have developed lists of words that share a spelling pattern (see 

previous activity), create opportunities for them to read and write these words. You 
could invite them to:  

- Add any words they discover to the list 
- experiment with different ways of reading the list (quickly, slowly, high-pitched voice, 
whisper, etc.) 
- use the words to invent simple rhymes (Matt sat on that mat) 
- find list words in their day’s reading selection 
 
13. Word Ladder 
• Draw a ladder on chart paper or on the blackboard 
• On the bottom rung, print a word from the Word Wall 
• Challenge the children to climb as high up on the ladder as they can by changing one 

letter of the word on the previous rung to make a new word 
• For example, change the “b” in “bad” to make “sad” 

 
 


